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CITY OF GARDINER

Delivered March 2 1 , 1S59,
AND

ANNUAL REPORTS
For the Municipal Year 1858—9.
WITH A

LIST OF CITY OFFICERS FOR 1859-60.

GARDINER:
A. M. C. HEATH, PRINTER, HOME JOURNAL PRESS.

1859.

MAYOR'S ADDEESS.

Gentlemen of the Board of Aldermen and Common Council:
We have assembled to organize the municipal government
for the current year. In our official relations we are strangers
to each other, and I hope, as essential to the success of our
labors, that we shall cultivate a mutual respect for each other
in all our intercourse. May we enter upon and prosecute our
duties with a purpose single to the public good, and laying
aside all selfish and personal interests, unawed by fear and
unbiased by favor, consult honestly and independently the best
good of the city. It shall be my effort to perform with earnestness and fidelity the duties of my office. I depend upon
your cordial cooperation to make that effort effectual. The
law has defined my duties with much precision. Those
duties in relation to the subordinate officers of the city make
it imperative on me " to exercise a general supervision over
their conduct." I trust that in the execution of that authority I shall not be deemed too officious if I hold them to a
strict accountability, which I intend to do. We cannot have
an efficient working force in the government unless every officer is prompt and faithful in the performance of his special
duty.
A wise and judicious selection of those officers whose election devolves on you is essential to an efficient and economical
administration of our municipal affairs. Let me enjoin it upon you to exercise your best discretion in this matter, and in
a spirit of conciliation endeavor to be unanimous in your selection as an important element in securing that harmony
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which is conducive to the best good of our social relations.
With these preliminary remarks, I will now offer what suggestions the brief time I have had for preparation has allowed
me to make on several specific heads requiring your attention.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES.

I learn from the late Street Commissioner that the streets,
bridges, &c, are in good order and require no special appropriation, except a small sum of about $200 for the purpose
of removing obstructions on Water Street and grading the
Libby hill ; both of which objects Mr. AMEE considers very desirable, and I cordially agree with him. He considers $2000
fully adequate to meet all ordinary repairs needed this season,
as there is a full supply of cedar and stone on hand. Is it
not time, Gentlemen, that we should abandon the practice of
mere temporary repairs on our streets and bridges, and resort to some system of doing the work more permanently ?
Our present system of temporary expedients is not an economical one, and a wise prudence will lead you to the consideration of a less expensive method, which I hope will receive your early attention.
The expenditures on the highways and bridges the last year
were large, and exceeded the appropriation $1093.72, which
has been met by transfer of other appropriations not used.
The whole amount expended was $3793.74, of which $991.37
was spent in rebuilding the Factory bridge—$511 in rebuilding Rolling Dam brook bridge, and $193 for grading the
Lord hill, leaving the sum of $1695 37 for ordinary repairs
of streets, &c, and for payment of snow bills.
There is a degree of lawlessness in intruding buildings,
fences, &c, upon the street, and also in depositing lumber,
dirt, filth, &c, in defiance of the authority of the Street Commissioner, to the great inconvenience of the public and to the
hazard of health and life, which should be resolutely rebuked
and punished. If quietly allowed to be persisted in, the evil
will become more difficult to remedy, and should therefore
require your early attention.
POOR.

The appropriation for the support of the Poor the last year
was $2400, and was adequate to meet all demands upon that
department. I am informed by the late board of Overseers
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that the sum of $2200 will be a sufficient appropriation for
the present year.
I would submit for your consideration whether some reforms
may not be effected in this department, by which its expenses
may be much reduced, and at the same time sufficient to enable
the city to perform its whole duty, unstinted, to the unfortunate, the diseased and the feeble minded, who require our
charities and which it is our bounden duty to impart cheerfully and kindly. We have liberally provided for all such a
good comfortable home, and it seems to me that, as a general
rule, we should require all who need public assistance to
go there. There are exceptions, however, to this rule, which
must always be left to the discretion of the Overseers. I am
inclined to the opinion that outside aid has been injudiciously
extended in many instances. If the order and system of the
Alms House are not what kindness and due consideration of
the habits and previous modes of life of the unfortunate recipients of its charities would dictate, they should be made so.
It should be made a desirable home for them, but at the same
time protected against being a too ready resort for the idle,
improvident and vicious. The outside assistance rendered to
the poor has averaged for the past five years $763.85 per
annum, and the annual expense of the Alms House for the
same period has been $1673.46, making the total average cost
$2437.31 per annum. I think you will find on examination
and comparison of the expenses of our Alms House, with
well conducted ones in other places, that they are too large,
and that some method may be adopted to make it self-sustaining in a much greater degree than it has been. Much
outside aid has been afforded from time to time to persons of
whom a return in labor ought to be required. A few exactions
of such an equivalent would unquestionably make many undeserving applicants cautious in asking public aid.
CITY DEBT.

The invested debt, if notes on demand may be called so, is
$19,785.57. This debt has increased about $6000 in the last
three years, as was explained by the late Mayor in his annual
address. There have been appropriations during the last five
years of $2650 towards reducing the indebtedness, but which
never has been used for that purpose. I would not, therefore,
recommend any appropriation for this purpose, until some
plan is devised which will be effectual in accomplishing it.
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And I would recommend you to lay the foundation of a system by which this debt shall be extinguished, and all future
indebtedness for current annual expenses defrayed as they occur. It is a very eaBy matter to create a debt, but it requires
skill and perseverance to get rid of it. I would also suggest
the expediency of renewing the city notes on some specific
time, as the city is now liable to be called upon any moment
for the paymeDt of the whole debt.
The city debt is really about $800 less than the amount
of notes payable, consisting of resources not immediately available.
SCHOOLS.

The Superintending School Committee having mads no report as yet, I am unable to give you any information in regard to the condition of the schools from them. I am apprehensive that the High School has lost that esprit de. corps which
so eminently distinguished it under its former teacher. I commend this school to your especial attention, and bespeak that
fostering care on your part which its importance demands.
I am informed by the chairman of the late Superintending
School Committee that the sum of $850 will be sufficient for
the expenses of the High School, and that an appropriation
of $2700 is desirable for the common schools the present year.
HUE DEPARTMENT, ETC.

The same appropriations as made last year for Fire Department, Police, Salaries and Contingent Fund will probably suffice for the present year. It has been suggested to me that
the perquisites which the City Marshal gets by virtue of his
office is sufficient compensation for all the services he performs for the city, without any specific salary. You will of
course scrutinize this matter and all others by which our expenses may be judiciously lessened.
The appropriation for discount on Taxes last year was $650,
being $100 more than has been allowed. If you consider it
expedient to continue the discount on the same rates, the sum
of $550 will be enough for this purpose.
Much and reasonable complaint is made at the high rate of
our taxes. The last year it was one and two-tenths percent.,
or one-fifth of the whole income a person would receive from1
money loaned at the legal rate of interest. It is not alone
our city expenses that create so onerous a burthen. The coun-
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ty tax is equally or more severe, and I know not where your
remedy is to come from for relief in this reepect, unless our
county expenses can be brought more directly under the control of the people.
Very much depends upon the character and capability of
the men who are chosen Assessors, to promote general satisfaction with the taxes. If they are not competent, glaring
inconsistencies in the valuation become apparent, creating general distrust and dissatisfaction. I entreat you to exercise
much caution and discrimination in the selection of suitable
candidates for this office. 1 am aware that the office is no
sinecure, and that the most competent persons decline its duties. The time has arrived when the services of such men
must be required and insisted upon, or our valuation will rapidly decrease and our taxes be proportionably enhanced. I
would suggest to you the expediency of choosing assistant assessors to aid in correcting our valuation. The law gives you
the right to elect one from each ward for this purpose.
Among the Ordinances of the city I find one establishing a
Work House and providing for the appointment of a board of
five Overseers of the same. No one can pass through our
streets at any time without being impressed with the benefit
which may be derived from such an institution. Idle men,
who are very busy in consuming tobacco and discussing better men's lives or profaning tbeir own, while their families
are more or less dependent for support upon the charities of
the city, are to be met daily at the corners of the streets. A
little compulsory labor would correct this evil.
You are aware that the City Hall is not creditable to the
city. I would atk your attention to the matter. I have not
had time to mature any plan to suggest to you in relation to it,
and therefore leave it for you to submit it to a committee or
Otherwise as you may think best.
A summary of the appropriations for city expenses, which,
on consulting with our predecessors, seem to be adequate for
the current year, reduces the amount about $2000 from the
total of last year ; and with the same valuation would reduce
the rate of taxation to about one and one-tenth per cent., which
•till will be a burthensome tax. If our valuation can with
justice be increased, it would probably bring relief to that
class of eur citizens who bear an unequal share of the burthens—I refer to the active producing classes. Our whole
system of taxation in this State bears particularly onerous
upon them. In other States it is deemed a wise policy to
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encourage industry and enterprise by protecting that class
of citizens from the imposition of an undue proportion of the
public burthens ; and the adoption of other means to increase the demand and value of labor.
I have to apologize to you for the crudeness of the suggestions I have now made you. In consequence of not having adcess to any of the Reports of the subordinate officers for the
past year until Saturday, I have not had time to give the several subjects demanding your consideration the attention required. There are several other subjects to which I desired
to call your attention, but they must be deferred to a future
opportunity.
H. B. HOSKINS.

SCHOOL COMMITTEE'S REPORT.

To the City Council:
In accordance with established usage, tha undersigned, the
Superintending School Committee for the year 1858—9, respectfully submit to you their report.
The number of public schools in the city remains without
change since the date of the last report; and the same remark
is true of the school houses, as no new house has been erected
during the last year. In regard to the school houses it ia
proper to remark, that they were at first, with very few. exceptions, cheap structures, built with reference to economy
rather than to convenience, comfort or architectural propriety.
Since they were built, the same short-sighted economy has
permitted them, in many instances, to be neglected until they
have become more forbidding and unsightly, inside as well aa
out, than they were at first. There is need of an awakening
on this subject in all the districts, and the sooner it comes the
better it will be for our school children and for our reputation also.
By reference to the table appended to this report, the fact
is disclosed, that the number of scholars returned last spring
was less by sixty-two than the number for the year before.
The loss was mainly in districts number Three and Eis^ht,
though there was a small falling off in numbers Two, Four
and Six. In One, Five and Seven there was an increase. By
the returns of the teachers it is shown that there was a diminution also in the aggregate attendance both in summer and
in winter. This diminution is most marked in numbers Three
and Eight, but is also noticeable in some of the other districts.
In numbers One and Two the schools hold their own well, in
this respect, and in tha winter term there was generally an
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increase in the number of scholars registered in them, upon
the corresponding term of the previous year. As a matter
for encouragement, it should be noticed, also, that the ratio of
the mean average attendance in the whole city, for the year,
to the whole number of scholars returned, was a fraction larger
than that of 1857-8.
In the text books no changes were made during the year;
but the calls upon the committee to furnish books for indigent
children, at the expense of the city, were far more numerous
than ever before. In some instances the calls seemed to be
unreasonable, and it may be found necessary, hereafter, in order to check a growing evil, to apply the remedy which the law
provides, viz : to add to the tax of the parent or guardian of
the children receiving books of the committee, the cost of the
same.
Too little attention in all our districts has been given to the
importance of having the schools supplied with suitable apparatus. In many of the houses there is absolutely nothing
in the way of apparatus, unless it be, perhaps, a small blackboard. How, the expense of fitting up a school-room with
appropriate apparatus is not large, while the advantage to be
derived from it, in each case, can scarcely be computed. There
should be in every school-room—not excepting the Primary
rooms—a good blackboard, a complete set of outline maps,
and a terrestrial globe, and the more that can be added to
these, within the bounds of reason, the better it would be.
The law of the State has wisely provided a way to procure all
these things, and it seems strange that the matter has been so
little regarded in most of the districts.
There is still another subject which is deemed by this board
of sufficient importance to claim a place in their report, and
that is the planting of ornamental trees about the school houses.
To name it is to demonstrate its necessity to every person of
cultivated taste ; and yet there are but two or three houses in
the whole city having so much as one shade tree about them.
How much the Primary school houses in number One and in
number Two would be improved in their appearance if they
were well shaded by fine, healthy maples and elms ! How
much more attractive, especially in the summer, would they
be to the children frequenting them ! Cannot something be
done by way of making a beginning this spring ? Where is
the boy who will lead off in this matter, and plant the first
tree ?
In some of the districts there is a want of more school room.
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This remark is especially trne of number Two, and measurably so of number One and number Three. In number Two the
past winter the Grammar school has been flooded with pupils, the number on the list having gone up as high as one
hundred and fifty eight, while the house has suitable accommodations for only one hundred. It is easy to conjecture what
trouble and confusion must attend upon such a state of things;
and if the good people in that district expect their teachers to
preserve order, under such circumstances, in their school, they
must expect them to be able to work miracles. In district number One, also, the Grammar school has at times been crowded
during the winter term, and some of the classes have been so
large as to be extremely unwieldy. The simple remedy for
all this is an intermediate or miscellaneous school, for one term
of about sixteen weeks, for the common benefit of the two
districts.
There is much dissatisfaction among the inhabitants living
upon the Marston road, in district number Four, with their
school accommodations. The cause of the complaint is the
distance by the road to the schoolhouse. Undoubtedly there
is cause to complain, as it cannot be denied that the distance
to be travelled is too great for small children, when the weather is rough. It is true that they have a private way across
the fields by which the distance is materially lessened ; but as
no responsible party or person is under any obligation to keep
this way open, it is too often the case that it is so obstructed
with snow as to he almost impassable, and the children at such
times are compelled to stay at home, or to avoid it, the parents
are obliged to break out and open the road at their own expense. The remedy proposed is to divide the district, and to
make a new district on the Marston road ; but this is objected
to by the inhabitants on the Brunswick road, upon the ground
that the district is already too small, and that a division of it
would ruin their school. Another remedy proposed is to open
a road from the Marston road to the Brunswick road, where
the private way now is ; but in opposition to this it is urged
that the expense'of opening and keeping open such a road
would be large, and moreover, if opened, it would not satisfy
the people on the Marston road, as they have made up their
minds to have a district and a schoolhouse of their own. It
is really a subject beset with difficulties—'the arguments of
both parties having some foundation to rest upon ; and without mutual forbearance there is much danger that contention
and strife will grow out of it. If there were no schoolhouses
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in the way, (and it can hardly be said that there is more than
one,) the territory comprised within the limits of Districts
number Four, Five and Six, with a narrow strip from the western side of number Seven, might be so divided as to make three
very convenient districts.
With these hints and suggestions, the subject is commended
to your consideration with the hope that some plan may be devised by which the grievance complained of may be redressed
without serious prejudice to the rights and interests of other
parties in the district.
The number of different teachers employed at any time during the year was thirty-four, of whom ten were males, and
twenty-four were females. Thirteen of the number belonged
in the city, and it is pleasant to report the fact that in this
olass may be reckoned some of the most acceptable and successful teachers on the list.
With few exceptions, the proficiency made by the pupils in
the different schools was commendable, and the success attending the mode of instruction and governing adopted by the instruct ITS, was such as to entitle them to favorable notice in
the report.
The City High School,.under the charge of the teachers of
the preceding year, gave general satisfaction to the close of the
summer term. The fall term commenced under a new principal, the former incumbent having resigned, much to the regret
of many of his pupils. The attendance continued to be very
large through the fall and winter terms, and the interest in
study on the part of the pupils was well sustained. The new
principal proved to be an excellent scholar, and earnest and
conscientious in the discharge of his duties. His mode of governing was mild and conciliatory, and there were complaints
that the discipline was less efficient than it should have been.
If there was any foundation for these complaints, it is believed
that it has been removed, and that the school is now in good
order, and the mode of government as stringent as could be
desired.
At the close of the winter term Miss Adams resigned her
place as assistant teacher, on account of fatigue and failing
health, and Miss — Baker, of Hallowell, was elected to fill the
vacancy. The spring term has just been opened, and, to all
appearances, under unusually favorable auspices. The number of pupils in attendance exceeds one hundred and twenty.
In district number One, the arrangement of the schools has
not been changed since the date of the last report. The Gram-
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mar school remained under the oharge of the old principal
during the year, but there was a change of assistants at the
commencement of the second term. The school was fully attended, and some of the classes were inconveniently large.
The discipline, as might be expected, was strict, and the mode
of teaching thorough and exact. All the classes made praiseworthy improvement in their studies, and the examinations
were uniformly spirited and attractive, and were generally
made the occasion of a visit to the school by many of the parents and friends of the pupils. The new assistant was indefatigable in the discharge of her duties, and fully sustained
her reputation as an earnest, critical teacher, and an efficient
disciplinarian.
The Primary school on Dresden street was less numerously
attended than formerly, and for some cause, not easily explained, it became disorderly, and for a time but little progress
was made by the pupils. The teacher of the year preceding
left at the end of the first term, and her successor not succeeding in reducing the school to subjection, was retained ouly
through the second term. The third teacher, though young
and inexperienced, was a good scholar, and not deficient in
those qualities which ensure success in the management of
children. After a protracted struggle order was restored, and
at the closing examination the children conducted themselves becomingly, and their recitations evinced careful preparation, and a good degree of improvement.
The Neal street Primary, during the year, was under the
charge of a teacher whose skill and success, as an instructor
of youth, were favorably spoken of in last year's report. With
ber experience, tact, firmness and suavity, she gave us at the
beginning, the reasonable expectation that her school would
be about all that could be wished. Nor was there any disappointment. Every visit satisfied us that a gradual, but manifest, improvement, was making in the mental, moral and social
aspects of the school. Though the attendance was unusually
large, and her classes were made up of pupils of various home
culture and influences, yet she succeeded in sustaining an admirable degree of interest, and a satisfactory discipline, while,
at the same time, she faithfully discharged the higher responsibility of giving that kindly moral instruction, which is no
less plainly required by law, than prompted by every impulse
of philanthropy, and every principle of justice and integrity.
We are gratified thus to speak of a teacher whose efforts were
equalled only by her success.

2
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A new teacher, thoroughly qualified by mental training, and
natural and moral excellence, commenced her work in the Ma*
pie street Primary, and prosecuted it till the middle of the third
term, with very special enthusiasm, resolution and success.
Her government and discipline were no less marked than the
sympathy, confidence and harmony that existed between herself and her pupils. There have long been obstacles in this
school, to anything like a satisfactory improvement, such as
irregular attendance, and, in many instances, a want of healthy
home influence and discipline, which she labored hard, and
with a good degree of success, to surmount. Notwithstanding
these hindrances, she performed her duties as teacher satisfactorily to the committee, and with profit to the scholars. After
she was providentially called away, the school was put in
charge of a teacher whose intelligence, adaptation and experience fitted her for her work. The school is now doing well
under her instruction. Its last term for the year has not yet
closed.
The Grammar school in district number Two began its spring
term under favorable auspices, having for its principal an experienced teacher, of ample scholarship for a much higher
position. He continued at his post through the year, with
better success, as a whole, it is believed, than was common to
his predecessors. He was assisted in the spring term by a
young lady quite too inexperienced in teaching, and wanting
too much in confidence for that station. Still worse, in summer there was no assistant provided, though the school was
large, and its best interests, in the judgment of the committee,
rendered such service imperative. But in the fall and winter
term an energetic and efficient assistant was secured, who needs
only experience and application to place her in an enviable
rank as teacher. The school was large through the entire
year ; but the last term was too large by far, for comfortable
accommodation ; which, of course, necessarily interrupted its
order and quiet, despite every effort of the teachers to the contrary. Yet the pupils generally appeared quite well, and many
of them made pleasing progress in their studies. The committee, however, cannot forbear to suggest, that a more energetic government, and a proper supply of efficient assistants,
with ample room for all who attended, would greatly have enhanced the usefulness of this school.
_ . The Spring street Primary school continued in the charge of
its former thorough and successful teacher, through the spring
and summer terms. Having then been called to another post,
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she was succeeded by one whose tact and efforts at school keeping, are hardly inferior to her worthy predecessor's; and to
whom experience in the work will secure honorable distinction
as teacher. The pupils were interested and orderly, and generally made rapid advancement in learning. The attendance
was good throughout the year.
The Winter street Primary was in charge of the same teacher during the year. She possesses the qualifications for a successful teacher, and has honored herself and her profession by
her assiduous efforts in the work. This school was well attended and governed; and most of the pupils showed a commendable interest, and improved rapidly in the various branches
of learning they pursued. The school was orderly, pleasant
and p -ufitable.
The former teacher of the Summer street school was transferred to Winter street at the commencement of the year Her
successor, however, was fortunate in gaining the confident*
and esteem of the children, and carried the school through it*
first term in a very acceptable manner, after which she took
charge of the Spring street school, and the vacancy thus occasioned was supplied by a teacher not hitherto known to out
schools, but one having, nevertheless, much experience, and,
as the result has shown, much judgment, tact and resolution
in controling and disciplining children. She labored assiduously with her school, and was rewarded with the most gratifying success. The mode of governing and teaching was
highly approved, and the improvement in most of the classes
all that could be expected.
The summer term in district number Three was taught by
two young ladies of rare competency to their work. Added to
well disciplined minds, and a thorough confidence in each other, were the ready tact of exciting an interest in the varion*
studies pursued in their school, and a skillful management of
the superintendence and discipline of their scholars. By industry and perseverance, they accomplished a work which
indicated itself in a marked progress in knowledge, a wholesome discipline, and a gratifying moral deportment on the
part of the school. The winter term in this district was equally
profitable to the scholars, and no less satisfactory to the committee. With experienced and efficient teachers, who understood their work and responsibilities, the school was decidedly
benefitted. The government was firm, the order excellent, the
method of instruction careful and rigid, the proficiency highly
encouraging, and the moral influence salutary. The examina-
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tion at the close of the term was promptly and thoroughly
conducted, and was especially gratifying to all present on the
occasion.
In district number Four, we regret to report that the summer term proved unprofitable, in consequence of a lack of
capacity on the part of the teacher to discipline and govern
her school. The winter term, on the other hand, was especially
acceptable and useful, under the charge of one of our own
young men, who has thus made his debut as an instructor in a
manner fluttering to himself, and gratifying to his friends.
His government, though less strict than would be required for
a larger school, was well adapted to this, and his thorough,
critical method of instructing deserves particular mention and
approval. The improvement was generally commendable—in
the reading it was highly praiseworthy.
In reporting the school in district number Five, we are glad
to say that the teachers employed were indefatigable in their
efforts, and gave good satisfaction to parents, scholars, and the
committee. The improvement made in the various branches
of study pursued, the kindly feelings that existed between the
teachers and scholars, the good order maintained, and the
peaceful and pleasant deportment manifested, were too obvious
to escape the notice of a favorable report. It is but just to
add here that the agent fully and faithfully performed his duty, and on this account the school was regularly visited by the
committee, and such examinations were made as to give them
a correct knowledge of the condition and progress of the
school.
The summer term in district number Six was considerably
longer than the corresponding term of the year before, but the
average attendance was less. It was well kept, in all respects,
though the teacher was young, and had never taught before.
Most of the pupils improved under her teaching and training,
in scholarship as well as in deportment. The winter school,
also, was very acceptable. It was kept by a young man, wholly inexperienced, and, withal, timid and diffident to a fault ;
but as the school was not difficult to govern, there was no trouble upon that point; and being an earnest worker, and ambitious to succeed, he secured the good will of his pupils, and
went through with his term to the satisfaction of all concerned.
In many instances very fair proficiency was noticed.
In number Seven the attendance in the summer was smaller
than heretofore, but the school was well conducted, and the
result was such as to reflect credit upon both teacher and pu-
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pils. The winter school, we fear, was less profitable ; and the
cause for this, it is believed, is to bo found, mainly, in the lawlessness (not to use a harsher term,) of certain almost grown
up boys, who resorted to the sclioolhouse, not to study, not to
improve themselves, but to while away the time. Unfortunately, the teacher had not moral courage equal to the emergency, and suffered his authority to be set at defiance, and the
order and quiet of his school to be destroyed, without serious
remonstrance on his own part, and without appealing to higher authority for support. At the closing visit the committee
found the school in such a state of confusion as required
prompt interference. The trouble seemed to be confined to one
corner of the school-room, and occasioned by some half a dozen
lads, more or less, who were sitting with their heads together,
and were engaged, not in whispering, but in talking aloud.
After earnest remonstrance from the committee, a degree of
order was secured, and the examination was completed without further serious interruption. It is due to the female portion of the school, and also to two or three of the older mala
members, to state that they conducted themselves with decorum throughout the examination, and that many of their recitations evinced careful preparation, and a good degree of
proficiency in the studies they had pursued. It is painful to
the committee to report even a partial failure of a young
teacher in his first attempt to keep a school ; but our duty to
the district in this case seems imperatively to demand it, inasmuch as it is not the first time that their school has thus been
disturbed, and its usefulness in a great degree destroyed. The
facts should be known, to the end that the mischief may hereafter be averted. At the same time, we deem it but just to the
teacher to add, that he was amply qualified to teach the school,
and that he was ambitious, and anxious to do hisduty, and in
another school less difficult to control would, doubtless, have
succeeded well.
ID district number Eight the summer school, owing to frequent interruptions, and sundry changes of teachers, was far
less profitable than it might otherwise have been. The first
teacher employed left at the end of the fourth week, soma
trouble having arisen between her and a portion of the people
in the district, in regard to the discipline of the school. The
second teacher commenced with a fair prospect of success, but
was compelled by ill health to leave at the end of two w eeks.
The third teacher kept four weeks, and brought the term to a
tl«ie, having bad a small attendance, but having, nevertheless,
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given very general satisfaction to her pupils and the district.
The winter school was shorter than usual in this district,
but was productive of very excellent results. The teacher
employed soon gained the confidence of his pupils, and having
had some experience, and being an earnest worker, and not
wanting in skill, either in governing or instructing, he made
himself very acceptable to his school in all respects. Proficiency of a very satisfactory character was noticed in all the
classes, and the examination at the close of the term was well
conducted, and highly creditable both to the teacher and the
school.
By authority of the City Council, the assessors and the committee distributed three and a half per cent, of the sum raised
for district schools among the five districts in ward Six. The
sum thus distributed amounted to ninety-four dollars.
It made an important addition to their share of school
money, and contributed very essentially to the lengthening of
their schools, and we would recommend that a similar allowance be made to them the present year. We would also recommend'that the sum of two thousand seven hundred dollars be
appropriated for the district schools fur the current year. This
la an increase of one hundred dollars upon the appropriation
of last year ; but in the opinion of the committee this increase
is demanded to make up to the village districts for the money
proposed to be withdrawn for the benefit of the country districts. As already stated, there is a steadily increasing attendance in these districts, and it would seem to be the part of
wisdom for the city to proffer to them the means required to
make every needed improvement in their schools, and especially to enable them to provide properly for this increase of pupils.
With the fullest confidence that the city government will not
fail to cherish all our schools, and to provide liberally for
their support, we close our report by eommending them especially to its fostering care.
N. WOODS,
G. P. MATHEWS,
H. M. STONE,

1

2

8

Grammar School.

716 115 91 131 07 140 112 60 60

Dresden St. Primary.

I
72 62 64 43 66 35 55 60

Neal St. Primary.
Maple St. Primary.

«S 61 81 67 92 73 60 60
85 52 75 65 79 64 60 60

Grammar School.

562 99

74 101 81 158 113 50 40

Spring St. Primary.

72 60 70 64 62 49 60 40

Summer St. Primary.

81 66

76 53

Winter St. Primary.
New Mills.

71 63

71 64 61 49 60 40

168

74 56

71 54 60 40

65 62 60

Share of School Money to
each district.

SCHOOL.

Number of Scholars.
Whole attendance,
Spring and Summer Term.
Average Attendance,
Spring and Summer Term.
Whole Attendance,
Summer and Fall Term.
Average Attendance,
Summer and Fall Term.
Whole Attendance,
Winter Term.
Average Attendance,
Winter Term.
Length of Spring k Summer Term, in days.
Length of Summer & Fall
Term, in daysLength of Winter Term,
in days.
CompeDBatiou of Female
Teachers per week, board
not included.
Compensation of Male
Teachers per month.board
not included.

DISTRICT No.

STATISTICAL TABLE ACCOMPANYING THE SCHOOL REPORT.

TEACHERS.

80 3 00 41 00 1310 28 J. A. Andrews, Principal.)
M. J. Wiuship, Assistant. >
Abbie A. Clark,
«
J
60 2 25
Octavia A. Hunt, )
Ellen A. Raymond, >
Ellen B. Baker.
S
60 2 60
S. R. Reed.
65 2 50
s. Augusta Crowell. \
Ruth T. Cushing. I
65 2 60 32 00 1028 46 J. M. Larrabee, Principal.}
37 00
H. J. Berry, Assistant. >
42 00
E. S. Plaisted. «
3
65 3 00
Abbie A Clark.}
Emma J. Clark. J
65 3 00
}
E m m a j . ciark.
Harriet L. Arery. \
65 3 00
Hannah Hildreth.
O. E. Andrews, Principal. ?
60 c3 00 34 00 289 14 Mary Ring, Assistant.
J
11 25
W. F. Cook, Principal. >
i 3 00
OZ. Andrews, Ais't. i

4

Hildreth Siatrlct.

CO

32

26

42

21

60

06

1 33 18 00

5

Libby Hill.

47

33

26

44

31

66

77

1 60 20 00

e

Jordan Libby Bist.

«8

12

9

20

14

44

60

1 25 14 00

7

W. Lawrence Diat.

70

28

21

42

32

60

cc

1 83 20 00

3

0 . Lawrence Hist.

66

35

21

41

26

56

49

2 50 24 00

1703 892 655 669 604 974 732
Cur

HIGH SCHOOL.

181 103

93

68 117

91 109

60

130 00 Julia A. Baker.
Geo. E. Atwood.
I l l 01 Cynthia Bates.
|Benj. W. Berry.
82 28 Susan C. Deering.
1 Alfred M. Davidson.
130 00 Myra E. H. Beedle.
|Geo. S. Andrews,
130 00 Roxana E. Bliss.")
Mary E. Webb. 1
Martha Donnell. j
Henry Kimball. J

yearly yearly 8211 17
salaryisalary
65 300 00 600 00 *900 00 Edward A. Rand, Principal.)
1 1217 80'E.T. Chapman,
"
£
'Susan S. Adams, Assistant.)

•Appropriation, t Tuition.

CITY MARSHAL'S REPORT.

To the Mayor and City Council of Gardiner:
In accorpunce with city ordinance, I here submit to you the
following report:—
The whole number of cases commenced and tried in the Police Court from March 18, 1858, to March 18,1859, isll7, viz:
Assault and battery, 37—20fined,8 discharged, 3 committed.
Violation of Liquor Law, 39—17 fined, 8 discharged, 3 committed, 6 ordered to recognize, 5 appealed.
Larceny, 18—6fined,4 ordered to recognize, 5 discharged,
1 committed to State Reform School.
Indecent personal exposure, 1—ordered to recognize.
Gambling, 1—fined.
Malicious trespass, 3—2 fined, 1 ordered to recognize.
Threatening bodily injury, 4—ordered to give security for
good behavior.
Keeping house of ill-fame, 3—2 committed, 1 recognized.
Adultery, 1—ordered to recognize.
Search for stolen goods, 3—ordered to recognize.
Ordering goods by false pretences, 3—ordered to recognize.
Contracting marriage contrary to law, 1—ordered to recognize.
Disturbing religious worship, 1—ordered to be committed.
Breaking the peace, 6—four fined, 2 discharged.
Drunkenness, 48—20 fined, 21 committed, 7 discharged.
Common Drunkenness, 10—committed.
About thirty gallons of intoxicating liquor have been seized
the past year, and as no trial on the same has been had, it still
remains to be disposed of. Six bills of indictment as common
•ellera have been found before the Grand Jury the present
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month, and are to he tried during the sitting of the court. I
am aware that liquor has been sold in our city the past year,
and I have commenced prosecutions Whenever I could get proof
to convict. There are but few who are in the habit of drinking, who will come up and testify to the truth ; therefore it is
hard to convict a rumseller with such witnesses.
One boy only has been sent to the State Reform School the
past year, from the fact that no boys can be sent there, unless
between the ages of eleven and fifteen years. I think we have
many boys from the age of eight to eighteen years, fit subjeets
for such a place. It is a habit with many boys in our city to
collect together in our street in the evening, and in and about
the Post Office, to the great annoyance of all who are obliged
to go there, and especially to those whose business it is to attend to the duties of the office. It would be well for parents
and guardians to see that their boys, and even their girls, are
at home, and more particularly at seasonable hours. A word
to the wise is sufficient. I think if the police will take a little trouble, and send these little boys home as often as they
find them in the streets, (if not sent there by their parents,')
we shall soon break up this bad habit.
And I would just remind you of another class of idle loafers,
who spend their whole time about the corners of our streets,
with no other business to employ themselves about than to
make remarks about those who are passing and repassing. I
think, also such ones should be sent home, or, which in my
opinion would be the best place, sent to the workhouse.
If our city authorities would establish a workhouse, and all
those who are found drunk in and about the city, and idle
loafers, sent there and made to work, we should soon get rid
of such a nuisance. There is one other class of young men
who make it a practice to collect together at the corners of the
streets, smoking and using profane and indecent language, to
the great annoyance of all who are obliged to pass them, especially to the ladies, and more particularly on the Sabbath.
There is still one more class, who stand and sit in the doorways and passages which lead to the second and third stories
of buildings, and prevent many persons—ladies particularly—
from going in and out such places. What shall be done? Let
the City Council pass a vote authorizing the police to put a
stop to such things, and we shall have no trouble of this kind
any longer.
The City Hall has been repaired on the outside the past season, and needs repairing inside also. The lockup has been
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built over in a strong and convenient manner. The rent of tha
City Uall has not amounted to as much as in some years, on
account of dull times. Only seventy dollars has been received
from it. The common has been improved by changing the
fence in front of the Lyceum, and repairing the fence generally. No trees have been set out the last year on the common.
Respectfully submitted.
ELBRIDGE BERRY, City Marshal.
Gardiner, March 19, 1859.

STREET COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.

To his honor, the Mayor :
In making a general report of my doings the past year, and
the state of the streets, &c, I would state that at the opening
of the spring the streets were found to be as usual when properly cared for the preceding fall, and I commenced to make
distribution of the funds which the City Council had placed at
my disposal—which was 2700—as follows, viz; Rolling Dam,
$500. The Lord Hill, $200. Breaking roads the ensuing winter, $300. This course of distribution, you will perceive, left
me $1700, to keep in repair all the streets, sidewalks and
bridges. I have endeavored to confine the expenses within the
appropriation, but you will perceive that I have actually exceeded the amount by $22.
I have expended at the Boiling Dam,
$511 00
do.
do.
Lord Hill,
193 00
do.
A Douglas, new street,
30 00
do.
do. damage,
50 00
do.
for repairing streets, &c,
1684 37
do.
" breaking roads last winter,
334 00
$2802 37
In July the Factory Bridge fell into the river, the fourth
time within seven years, and on examination it was deemed
inexpedient to repair i t ; therefore I commenoed immediately
to build anew, and when completed I found the bills to amount
in the aggregate to $991.37, for which there was no provision
made. With the way in which those bills have been met, your
honor is already acquainted. I would recommend that there
be raised the ensuing year the sum of $2000, for the ordinary
labor and materials on the streets, sidewalks and bridges, and
$200 in removing obstructions on water street, between the
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Factory Bridge and Libby Hill, and the grading of the Libby
Hill.
The exact quantity of stone, cedar and hackmetac there is
on hand, I am not able to state, as the snow covered it unexpectedly last fall, and it has not been uncovered since. I
have not been able to measure it, but should think it sufficient
for the use of the city the ensuing year. Probable value of
stone, $100. Cedar, hackmetac timber and plank, $50.
There are on hand, 1 plow, 1 scraper, 1 triangle snow-plow,
1 drag, 1 shovel, 1 hoe, 1 cant-dog, 1 square, 1 stone-hammer,
2 saws, 2 wheelbarrows, 3 crowbars, 4 picks, and store house.
Whole value, $60.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
SAMUEL AMEE, Street Commissioner.
Gardiner, March 1,1859.

CHIEF ENGINEER'S REPORT.

To the honorable Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council:
The whole number of fires occurring in the City the past
year is seven, part of which I obtain from the firemen's record,
having had the office of Engineer only about seven months of
the year.
May 17. A barn was burned on Brunswick street, belonging to Bernard Esmond.
June 18. Two stock houses, and a portion of their contents,
belonging to Messrs. Bichards & Hoskins, damaged to the
amount of
.
July 5. The steam-mill at the lower part of the village was
destroyed. Supposed to be the work of incendiaries. Loss
about five thousand dollars.
July 7. House on High street, belonging to widow Curtis,
totally destroyed.
August 5. Fire in the Flouring Mills of R. H. Gardiner, Jr.
Cause of fire not known. Loss four thousand eight hundred
dollars.
August 29. Fire on "Water street, in store owned by Gen.
A. Plumer, and occupied by J. L. Shuman, as a grocery store.
Loss of Mr. Shuman about two hundred dollars. Insured.
This fire must have originated from sawdust saturated with
oil, and taking fire from the heat generated by the combination
of the two masses, exposed to the action of the atmosphere.
Damage to building forty dollars.
Sept. 19. Barn burned on High street, belonging to John
Plaisted. Loss four hundred dollars.
In addition to the foregoing, there have been four alarms in
the city, and one fire in Pittston, which have called out the
firemen.
The engines, hose, &c., are in good working condition. The
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engine-house at the New Mills needs some repairs. Abont
one hundred feet of hose have been purchased annually, which
keeps the hose about even as to quantity, about that amount
being annually destroyed, or condemned as unfit for use.
I would recommend an appropriation for the department of
nine hundred dollars. Respectfully submitted.
C. A. BOBBINS, Chief Engineer.

CITY SOLICITOR'S REPORT.

To the City Council:
The undersigned, City Solicitor, for the past year, respectfully submits the followiug report:
At the commencement of the year three actions were pending
in this county, and one in Cumberland county, in which the
city was a party. Three of these suits have been disposed of,
as follows : The one against the town of Wilton resulted in
a judgment against the city. The suit against Farmingdale, to
determine the settlement of Nancy Sweetland, is now before
the law court on an agreed statement of facts, and the one in
favor of Portland, for supplies furnished Andrew Douglass,
was compromised without any trial. The remaining one, in
favor of Nathaniel Tarbox, is pending, and may probably be
tried the present term.
Since my last report an action has been commenced against
the town of Farmingdale, for supplies furnished Charles
Hodges]; but soon after the pauper was lost in the ocean, and
the amount claimed being small, it was thought the interest at
stake was not sufficient to warrant the expense of a trial, and
the suit was withdrawn. The town of Mt. Vernon has commenced a suit for supplies furnished one Harrison Edgecomb,
whose settlement is in dispute. This pauper is deceased, but
the bill is so large that the authorities have not thought best
to pay it. The amount claimed is four hundred and seventythree dollars. The town of West Gardiner has commenced a
suit for supplies furnished Charles Hodges. This suit is entered the present term, at the same time they commenced an
action against Farmingdale for the same cause. Another suit
has been commenced in the name of the Augusta Bank, for the
recovery of fifteen hundred and forty-five dollars, alleged to be
due on coupons attached to the scrip issued by the city for the
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benefit of the Kennebec and Portland Railroad. The trustees
of the holders of bonds against the road have assumed the defence of this action, and I understand have much confidence in
their success. The city has also commenced an action against
Farmingdale, to recover a balance claimed to be due on the
award of the commissioners appointed to make division of the
property, at the time Farmingdale was incorporated. This
claim I do not understand to be seriously disputed, and will
probably be settled. The action was commenced to prevent
the claim being outlawed.
CHARLES DAOTORTH.
Gardiner, March 1,1859.

CITY PHYSICIAN'S OTOHT.
To the City Council i
The undersigned, City Physician for the year ending March)
1859, asks leave to present the following report:
The health of that portion of community who have been So
unfortunate as to require public assistance) during the past
year, has been generally good. Onlyfivepatients in the Almshouse, and ten out of it, have required the aid of the City
Physician. The following are the diseases prescribed for, via;
BronchitiBj
Syphilis Primary;
Colic,
"
Secondary j
Hernia,
Prolapsus Uteri,
Phthisis,
Small Pox, three cases j
Marasmus,
Rheumatisms
Typhoid Fever»
Varioloid.
In April Small Pox broke otlt in the thick settled part of1
Water street near the New Mills. Every precaution was taken
to prevent the spread of the disease, which extended to only
three families. David Church, Sick with the confluent form of
Small Pox, was placed under my care by the Health Com"
mittee, on thefifthday of the disease, which proving malignant,
terminated fatally on the fourteenth day. Two small children
belonging to Mr. Church, and in the same house with him, after having been vaccinated many times without effect, were
inoculated—as the only means of preventing their having the
disease by the natural contagion^with the small pox, which
they had effectually, though very mildly.
There have been no births or deaths at the Almshouse, and
none out of it among the paupers belonging to this city. Much
of the immunity from disease at the Almshouse arises from
the good management, judicious nursing, and timely administration of a little appropriate medicine by the superintendent
and matron, Mr. & Mrs. Libby,who are admirably qualified for
the position,
G. S. PALMER-

OVERSEERS' REPORT.

The past year commenced with sixteen inmates at the Almshouse, but terminates with only twelve. Thirty-seven different
individuals have been there, some time during the year, and
the average number for the whole year has been twelve and
one-third, who, with the Superintendent, Matron and Assistant,
make fifteen and one-third who have lived at the Almshouse
during the whole year.
The whole number of individuals, men, women and children
out of the Almshouse, who have required the attention of the
Overseers, more or less, some time during the year, is three
hundred and sixty-three, which, together with the thirty seven
at the Almshouse, make up the round number of four hundred!
The following account shows the financial standing of the
Poor Department, for the year ending March 1, 1859—shows
for what purposes its funds have been disbursed ; shows what
what has been the real cost of supporting the poor in the city
for the past year ; what has been the cost of carrying on the
Almshouse, and what has been paid for the support of paupers
out of the Almshouse.
The value of all the property at the Almshouse, such as
furniture, beds and bedding, provisions, tools, fuel, hay and
stock on hand, by an appraisal made by Henry Foye, March 1,
1858, was found to be
$1065 67
By an appraisal of the property by Michael Hildreth, March 1,1859, it was
1030 61
Less than at the end of the previous year,

$35 66
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Amount of bills paid the past year,
3162 27
Amount of Mayor's Warrants received, 2310 97
"
received from other towns,
832 63
Balance due the Treas. Mar. 1, 1859,
18 67 $3162 27
Amount paid for provisions furnished the current year, and
charged to others and other towns, $269.90, of which there is
undoubtedly good,
$200 13
Amount received from other towns, &c, for supplies
furnished the current year, and which make a part of
the bills for the year,
832 63
$1032 76
This sum, taken from $3162.27 the amount paid for all the
paupers belonging to the cityand elsewhere, for the past year,
leaves the real cost of all the poor of the city for the past
year,
$2129 51
Cost of Almshouse, year ending March 1,1859, $1262 01
Paid salary to Sup't and Matron,
$260 00
" Assistant $78, for fuel, $141.50, 219 50
" for food and clothing,
782 51 $1262 01
The food, clothing and fuel amount to $924.01, which,
divided by 15J, the number of inmates for the year, gives to
each, for food, clothing and fuel, $1.16 a week.
Paid for the support of paupers out of the Almshouse, an
average to each of 358 paupers of $5.19,
$1858 36
Of this, $1588.08 has been distributed among some sixty
families, comprising about 260 individuals, as may be seen by
referring to a statement of expenditures in the Poor Department, herewith submitted. The balance of this $1858.36, viz:
$270.28 has been bestowed upon ninety-eight different individuals, among which there are some persons who were obliged
for the time to have some help, which they hope to be able to
refund, not intending to remain paupers.
Old bill paid to C. P. Branch,
$23 73
Old balance,
18 17
Whole amount of bills paid, $3162 27
In removing paupers to the Almshouse, our rule has been
the same the past year as heretofore. When families are suffering and must have assistance, and there is every probability
that it will be only temporarily, and about one-third of what
they would cost at the Almshouse will answer, we furnish it,
and then get rid of them as soon as we can.
P. PRATT, ) n
, D
A. CLARK, \ 0verseers of Poor.

CITY TREASURER'S REPORT.

City of Gardiner in account with C. P..Branch,

Treaturtr.

DR.

$122 96
2613 95
300 00
700 99
145 62
1062 45
85 00
472 88
609 87
212 99
232 77
2802 37
727 14
2372 86
54 00
1115 90
885 00
307 50
991 37
12 03
549 89
6 48 16,384 02
500 00
it
it
it
1000 00
it
it
ii
1000 00
" accrued Interest on same,
26 03
" Assessors' Abatements, 1857,
639 80
•i
II
1858,
693 84 3859 67
For balance, uncollected taxes, and cash in Treasury,
3482 90

For paid on ace t of School Districts,

1857,
1858,
if
CI
City High School, 1857,
((
II
1858,
II
II
Contingent Fund, 1857,
(1
(1
1858,
II
14
Police Department, 1857,
•1
(1
1858,
•C
II
Fire Department, 1857,
II
II
1858,
•1
(1
Highway Depart., 1857,
«C
(I
1858,
t«
It
Defi'ncy, Poor "
1857,
II
II
Poor Department, 1858,
II
II
Interest,
1857,
II
II
1858,
•I
II
Salaries,
1857,
II
II
1858,
II
II
Factory Bridge,
1858,
•<
II
Burying Grounds, 1858,
II
II
Discount on Taxes, 1858,
•1
l<
Overlayings,
1857,
" Note, Temp. Loan,
<«

<i

$23,726 69
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CR.

By balance, uncollected Taxes, 1857,
" Temporary Loan,

$3627 27
$979 60
492 25
979 60 2451 25
" cash from City High School,
50 00
" " for Circus License,
25 00
•« •* for one quar. rent shop near Faot. Bridge, 5 00
80 00
" " City's proportion of School Fund, Bank Tax,
611 17
" appropriations, as follows :
Highway Department,
2700 00
Grammar and Primary Schools,
2600 00
City High School,
900 00
Poor and Insane,
2400 00
Deficiency, Poor Department, 1857,
700 00
Interest,
1200 00
City Debt,
600 00
Fire Department,
800 00
Police,
450 00
Contingent,
900 00
Discount on Taxes,
650 00
Salaries,
1310 00
Overlaying*,
792 27 16,002 27
By cash for Circus License,
25 00
«« ««
four Auctioneer's Licenses,
8 00
" " of N. Hildreth, Grass on Common,
5 00
" " of F. L. MeGowan and 11. B. Bradstreet,
for rent of basement of City Hall, 14 52
62 52
" " Mayor's Warrant to Hannah Weeks,
12 43
" " of Jas. McCurdy, for Bricks, in part,
1 00
" " of John Webb, for Grass on Common,
2 00
" " of E. Berry, rent of City Hall,
70 00
73 00
" additional Taxe3,
806 20
" cash of A. Bailey, rent of basement City Hall, 5 48
811 69
•* " of Judge Palmer, collected by him, violation of City Ordinance,
5 00

(G
CC

(C
(C

it
if

$23,726,59

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES,

District Schools.
By balance undrawn March 1, 1858,
" Appropriations, 1858,
" Rec'd from State, Bank Tax School Fund,

$218 09
2600 00
611 17

Expenditures.

For paid on account District No. 1,
"
"
District No. 2,
"
"
District No. 3,
"
"
District No. 4,
"
"
District No. 5,
'<
"
District No. 6,
«
"
District No. 7,
"
"
District No. 8.
" balance undrawn March 1,1859,

1010 62
882 39
320 95
51 30
130 47
82 26
128 92
130 00
692 35
$3429 26 $3429 26

City High School.
By balance undrawn March 1,1858,
" Appropriation, 1858,
" Tuition for the year,

$408 68
900 00
217 80

Kxpendilures.

For fuel and preparing same,
$52 47
" repairs, setting glass, &c,
8 87
" time-piece and repairs of same,
6 50
" brooms,
92
" school cards, advertising, &c,
9 50
" paid M. Hopkina, taking care house, &c., 22 75
Amounts carriedforward,
$101 01 $1526 48

A5IR0PRUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES.
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Amounts brought forward,
$101 01 $1526 48
For paid for bell-rope,
187
" " H. Wakefield,makingfires,&c,
13 75
" " for chemicals, chalk, &c,
5 00
" " W. Palmer, for school register,
2 50
" " J. G. Donnell, blackboard brushes, 1 50
" " for repairing funnel, &c,
36
" " E. McCurdy, on ace. coal stoves,
6 00
"41 "
"
bal. ace. on "
25 99
" Susan S. Adams, winter term'57-8, 75 00
" " Teachers for the year,
900 00
" " Treasurer for services,
10 00
" balance undrawn March 1,1859,
383 50
$1526 48 $1526 48

Police Department.
By balance undrawn, March 1,1858,
" Appropriation, 1858, ,
" eash for fine for violation of ordinance,

$186 78
450 00
5 00

Expenditures*

For paid I. Varnum, for watching, 1857, $2 00
N. Hildreth, night-watch for the yr.-.365
365 00
00
"
for police services,
5 00
13 00
F. Williams,
"
13 00
J. M. Colson,
"
19 00
W. B. Shaw,
"
12 00
H. R. French,
„
4 50
W. L. Witham,
16 00
12 00
J. Thomas, Jr.,
"
13 38
A. E. Andrews,
"
166 90
Wm. Palmer's bill, sundries,
Balance undrawn March 1,1859,
$641 78 $641 78

Fire Department.
By balance undrawn, March 1,1858,
" Appropriation, 1858,

$787 48
800 00

Amount tarriedforward,
4

$1587 48
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Amount brought forward,

$1537 48

Expenditures.

For paid Fire King Company,
$300 00
Washington "
289 87
"
Samuel Tower, steward, No. 4,
5 00
"
S. W. Siphers, "
No. 4,
5 00
B. F. Goodwin, "
No. 3,
10 00
"
S. W. Tarbox's bill, cheese for firm'n, 1 $4
"
S. N. Maxcy's bill, crackers "
9 50
"
Shelton & Cheever, new hose, &c. 110 50
"
1. G. Vannah's bill, sundries,
5 10
"
Alfred Smith, hoop for cistern,
4 12
"
W.C.'Bates Ch.Eng. bill disbursm'ts 34 39
"
C. A. Robbins,
do.
do.
47 54
For balance undrawn March 1,1859,
764 62
$1587 48 $1587 48

Interest.

$42 92
1200 00
43
11 08

By balance undrawn March 1, 1858,
" Appropriation, 1858,
" C. P. Branch on Weeks account,
" Contingent Fund,
Expenditures.

For paid interest , Christ Church note,
it
tt
H. B. Hoskins, Treas.
tt
tt
Temporary Loan,
it

tt

tt

tt

tt

tf

Mrs. D. Parker,
Savings Institution,
Jordan Libby,
•t
ft
J- Hutchins,
tt
tt
J. Collins,
t
t
tt
H. B. Hoskins, Treas.
tt
tt
Temporary Loan,
<f
tt
C. E. Bradstreet,
tt
tt
R. Thompson,
tt
tt
Savings Institution,
tt
tt
H. B. Hoskins, Treas,
tt
tt
Temporary Loan,
For balance undrawn March 1,1859,
tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

$18 00
36 00
20 50
7 75
20 50
57 00
401 27
27 00
4 50
24 00
36 00
11 67
66 00
60 00
404 13
36 00
14 36
9 75
$1254 43 $1254 43

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.
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Salaries.
By balance undrawn March 1,1858,
" Appropriations, 1858,

$1085 00
1310 00

Expenditures.

For paid S. Amee, St. Com., salary, 1857, $200 00
"
C. P. Branch, Cl'k&Treas. "
85 00
"
A. Clark, Clerk Com. Coun. "
35 00
"
Overseers Poor &Ass'rs aco."
175 00
"
R. M. Smiley, City Marshal"
50 00
"
School Committee,
"
100 00
City Physician,
"
30 00
"
Chief Engineer Fire Dep't "
40 00
"
Second "
"
"
10 00
"
Third
"
"
"
10 00
"
N. Woods, Mayor, 3 quar. "
150 00
1 " 1858,
50 00
"
Overseers Poor&Ass'rsaco."
175 00
"
W. C. Bates, Ch. Eng. FireDep't, 15 00
"
A. Clark, CI. Com. Coun. ace. 1858,17 50
E. Berry, City Marshal, 1858,
50 00
$2395 00 $2395 00
For balance undrawn March 1,1859,
1202 50

Burying Grounds.

By balance undrawn March 1,1858,

$64 02

Expenditures.

For paid A. E. Wing, for repairs on hearse, $9 00
"
I. W. Woodward, do. fence, P. H. C. 3 03
For balance to Contingent Fund,
51 99
$64 02

$64 02

Discount on Taxes.
By Appropriation, 1858,
" Contingent Fund,
Expenditures.
For balance overdrawn March 1,1858,
" paid discount on taxes, 1858,
" balance to Contingent Fund,

$650 00
30 38
$30 38
549 89
100 11
$680 38

$680 38
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Contingent Fund.
By balance undrawn March 1,1858,
$1395 72
"
from Printing account,
26 39
cash for Circus License,
25 00
"
quarter rent shop at Factory Bridge,
5 00
Appropriation,
900 00
cash for Circus Licenses,
25 00
"
Auctioneer's License,
8 00
cash of N. Hildreth, for Grass on common,
5 00
"
F. L. McGowan in part rent basem't C. Hall, 4 52
"
H. B. Bradstreet
do.
do.
10 00
transfer from Discount on Taxes account,
100 11
"
" Burying Ground account,
51 99
cash of McCurdy for Bricks,
1 00
"
Webb for Grass on common,
2 00
"
E. Berry, City Marshal, rent of City Hall, 70 00
"
A. Bailey, bal. rent of basement City Hall, 5 48
Expenditures*

For paid for Blanks for Police Court,
$7 50
N. M. Whitmore's old bill, '52-3,106 72
"
J. T. Moore, old claim for Gravel, 30 00
For transfer to Discount on Taxes account, 30 38
"
account with Overlayings, 812 70
"
"
Highway Dep. 142 82
"
"
Poor Dep.
100 00
"
"
Interest,
11 08
For paid M. Looke for attendance City Hall, 1 40
"
G. Smith & J. Stack, dam. on road, 17 00
"
W. Palmer, binding reports,
5 50
"
sundry small pox bills,
45 00
"
repairing settees at City Hall,
6 32
"
Drake & Chenery, fitting up lock-up, 13 72
"
repairs on shop at Factory Bridge, 9 85
"
setting over common fence,
20 00
"
printing reports, &c,
56 51
"
F. Allen, rentland for engine-house, 5 00
"
Gravel for the common,
8 40
"
M. B. Bliss, for surveying,
6 00
" Amounts
E. Berry
sundry
small pox bills, $1463
15 96
carried
forward,
08 $2635 21
"
powder for the 4th of July,
11 22

APPROPRIATION'S AND EXPENDITURES.
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Amounts brought forward,
$1463 08 $2635 21
For paid F. R. Shaw, day with Mr. Noyes, 1 50
"
Mr. Noyes, surveying and plans, 20 75
"
J. W. Sprague's bill gutters 0. Hall 19 09
"
Bartlett,Barstow & Co. sm. pox bills, 6 97
"
N. Woods'bill.sch. books pr.child'n.17 26
"
2 quarters' rent of City Rooms,
42 42
"
State Reform School bill for 1 quar. 32 29
"
Berry & Milliken, lum., com. fence, 30 03
"
J. & A. Berry, lumber for lock-up, 1 66
"
J. Thwing, books and paper, ass'rs, 3 75
"
J. Brown, painting City Hall, &c, 32 13
"
A. Hoag, damage, new road,
25 00
"
W. Royal, rent barn, hearse &guns, 6 50
"
powder &c. Atl. Cable celebration, 32 30
J. & A. Berry, lumber, City Hall, 8 87
"
Cyrus Annee, ringing bell 6 mos., 26 00
"
R. Eastman injury to wife on road, 75 00
"
E. W. Parkhurst, painting City Hall, 6 38
"
J. Nash, coffin for D. Church,
4 00
"
cost for indictment of causeway,'53,30 01
"
Attorney's bill,Douglasscase, Port. 10 02
"
quarter's bill State Reform School, 34 00
"
paper for room under City Hall,
1 38
"
cost, suit Gar.vs.Wilton,com.'52 116 18
"
I. G. Vannah .sundries for lock-up, 2 69
"
A. Smith, hinges,
"
13 77
:
'
2 quarters' rent City Rooms,
42 42
"
S. Knight, stove for City Hall,
10 11
"
Mrs. H. Hazeltine, dam. altering st. 10 00
"
quarter bill State Reform School; 52 00
"
R. M. Smiley, gas fixtures, C. Hall, 7 85
"
W. R. Wharff, spikes for lock up, 3 92
"
H. Wakefield, attend. City Rooms, 1 50
"
C. Annee, ringing bell 6 mos.,
26 00
"
school books, ac, indigent children, 18 52
"
G. M. Atwood, tax book,
00 $2635 21
$26352 21
" 4#
G L. Rogers, care of City Clock, 15 00
"
E. Berry, City Marshal, bill sun. 17 41
"
C. P. Branch, bill of sundries.
14 08
"
quarter's rent of City Rooms,
21 21
For balance undrawn March 1,1859,
330 16
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Printing.
By balance undrawn March 1,1858,

$26 39

Expenditures.

For transfer to contingent Fund,

$26 39
$26 39

$26 39

Deficiency of the Poor Department, 1857.
By Appropriation, 1858,
" Poor department,

$700 00
89 03

Expenditures.

For paid Hiram Libby
$66
J. & J. T. Stone
45
'
B. F. Johnson
21
'
Cox & Clark
17
'
A J. Billings
49
1
S. Maxcy & Son
27
'1
Moses Dun ton
10
R. E. Johnson
117
F. Trott
53
'
T. TV. Townsend
10
1
"Warren Reed
24
H. Weeks
12
1
Douglass bill in Portland, &c,
68
'
E, Forsyth
61
'
B. Goodrich,
13
'
"W. P. Phillips
8
'
H. &. R. A. eager
28
1
P. Pratt, sundry bills paid by h im,151

33
71
55
74
63
20
48
62
11
67
36
43
00
89
45
91
37
47

$789 03

$789 03

City Debt.
By balance undrawn March 1,1858,
" Appropriation, 1858,

$600 00
600 00

Expenditures.

For Transfer to Factory Bridge,
• i
balance undrawn March 1,1859,

$726 54
473 46
$1200 00 $1200 00

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.
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Overlayings.
By transfer from Contingent fund,
" overlayings, 1858,
" part of additional taxes,

$812 70
792 27
541 37

Expenditures*

For warrant for abatement to R. K. Littlefield, 1856 tax,
" abatements on assessment of 1857,
"
"
"
1858,
" Amount overdrawn March 1,1858,

$6 48
639 80
693 84
806 22
2146 34

2146 34

Poor Department.
By Appropriation, 1858,
" cash received from other towns, &c,
" balance due Overseers Poor, 1858-9,

$2400 00
832 o3
18 67

Expenditures.

For paid balance of 1857,
18 17
salary Superintendent and Matron, 260 00
hired help in Almshouse,
78 00
food, clothing, &c,
722 38
fuel,
141 50
tools, furniture and improvements, 60 13
supplies, Mrs. O'Hara,
37 01
"
Misses Douglas,
69 13
"
Isaac Decker & wife,
55 50
1
'
Martha Stoddard and three
children,
16 00
"
Mrs. Michael Foley do. 30 00
"
D. M.French, wife & 2 ch. 51 60
"
Silas Jaquith,
do.
20 20
"
Abram Jordan, w. & 4 ch. 94 90
"
Augustus Reed, do. do. 2 1 9 5
"
Emerson Turner, do. 5 ch. 38 59
"
Hiram Wakefield, do. do. 8 00
"
Mrs. E. Hutchinson, 4ch. 46 00
"
G. Hutchinson, w. & 4'ch. 16 50
"
Geo. Taylor, w. and 1 ch. 42 03
Amount carriedforward,
1977 39 3251 30
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Amounts broughtforward,
$1977 39
For paid aup. Dudley Taylor, w. & 5 ch.
14 12
"
Mrs. J. Kittridge, 3 ch.
11 78
"
Dudley H. Taylor, w. and 2 ch. 21 00
"
Wm. Hutchinson, w. and 2 oh. 12 05
"
Jesse A. Meader, w. and 1 ch. 11 70
"
Wm. Hutchins, w. and 1 ch. 1115
"
Wm. Garland, w. and 3 ch. 29 00
"
John Burns, w. and 5 ch.
8 15
"
Mrs. T. O. Whitney, 7 ch.
35 00
"
Cyrus K. Witham, w. and 3 ch. 7 70
"
Simon Orff, w. and 2ch.
7 00
"
John Conally, w. and 4 ch.
14 67
"
Samuel Noyes and w.
37 02
"
James Caswell, w. and 4 ch. 15 25
"
Charles Hodges, w. and 6 ch. 18 00
"
A. G. Williamson, w. and 1 ch. 14 05
"
Mrs. Delia Wilson and 4 ch. 26 53
"
Mrs J. Fogg and 2 ch.
41 75
"
Alexander Bubier and w.
25 00
"
T. B. Keenan, w. and 5 ch.
6 37
"
S. Churchill, w. and 5 ch.
13 50
"
Elias Webber, Jr. w. and2 ch. 345 35
"
George Washburn and w.
36 19
"
Hiram Ricker, w. and 2 ch.
18 50
"
Martha J. Cunningham,
14 00
"
C. Waire, son of M. Ann Pink,
ham,
8 33
"
Eph. Hsdges, w. and 5 ch.
35 42
"
Mrs. Oliver Hinkley,
16 00
Hugh S. Newell, w. and 2 ch. 9 42
"
Wm.M. Douglass, w. and 6 ch. 16 30
"
Chas. H. Keenan, w. and 1 ch. 21 75
"
Moses Pottle, w. and 7 ch.
12 19
"
Purchase Shea, w. and 4 ch.
7 00
"
I. W. Holbrook, w. and 3 ch. 7 00
"
Benj. Follet and w.
8 00
carried
forward, w. and 1 ch.2976
20
"Amounts
Jos.
D. Norcross,
13 51
"
Orlando Emerson,'w. and 1 ch. 7 47
<'
Margaret W. Sullivan and 4 ch. 5 89
"
Mrs. Rachel Atkins and 2 ch. 9 65
"
Leonard Taylor, w. and 2 ch. 5 10

3251 30

3251 30

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Amounts brought forward,
$2976 20
Foi paid sup. Andrew Hutchins, w. and 4 ch. 5 00
"
Mark Babb, w. and 1 ch.
4 50
"
Mrs. Delia Conant and 1 oh.
6 '03
"
Mrs. Ammial Page and 2 ch. 16 45
"
George H Richardson 2d,
10 29
"
Ann Dunlap,
7 00
"
Ellen L. Whipple, alias Studley, 8 04
"
E. G. Thomas, w. and 2 ch.
5 50
For paid old bill of 1857, C. P. Branch,
23 73
"
in small sums for other paupers, 270 28
"
on ace. old bills 1857, by transfer to deficiency ace,
89 03
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3251 30

3162 27
3251 30

3251 30

Highway Department.
By Appropriation, 1858,
" amount overdrawn March 1,1859x,
Expenditures*
William Sargent, lumber,
N. O. Mitchell,
do.
Hooker,Libby & Co. do.
J. & A. Berry,
do.
L. Perry,
do.
Smith & Steward, do.
Samuel Amee
do
Day & Preble
do
William Royal
do
John Stone, iron
A. Smith
do
H.R.French do
A. Billings do
Bartlett&Codo
Enoch Miller, labor
John Eirk
do
John Fielding do
P. M'Namara do
Amasa Smith do
Andrew Johnson do
Amounts carriedforward,

$2700 00
102 37
28 89
42 78
14 91
91 48
21 84
3 80
109 33
73 59
9 39
12 08
6 91
1 36
6 47
4 00
251 21
2 63
21 85
71 10
281 06
263 92
1328 60

2802 37
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Amounts brought formard,
Paid Timothy O'Brien, ]labor,
" G. Stafford
do
" Stillman Libby
do
" Dennis Kelly
do
" William Hanscomb do
" J. Canard
do
" A. Hoag
do
" S. Towle
do
" M. Fling
do
" A. Douglass
do
" J. F. Tapley
do
" E. Keniston
do
" Wm. Gardiner
do
" Wm. Neal
do
" S. Hopkinson
do
" Shem Weeks
do
" J. L. Foye
do
" 0. L. Jackins
do
" Jordan Libby
do
" M. Hildreth
do
" Charles Bridge
do
" A. Richardson
do
" Geo. Becdle
do
" Samuel Weeks
do
" Joseph Libby
do
" Eben Libby
do
" Wm. L. Witbam do
" T. Holbrook Jr.
do
" J. Douglas
do
" J. Peacock
do
" D. M. Libby
do
" C. Coughlin
do
" D. Hartigan
do
" J. Swift
do
" Wm- Wakefield
do
" Daniel Carr
do
" M. Campbell
do
" George Washburn do
" T. Taylor
do
" N. Sweetland
do
" T. Holbrook
do
Amounts carried forward,

1328 60
26 00
5 17
5 41
48 71
6 20
2 40
3 00
5 90
7 80
50 00
59 57
3 00
5 31
42 63
49 97
25 74
129 83
64 93
31 71
50 44
22 98
52 59
36 88
4 40
10 35
30 39
2 80
4 80
49 48
4 92
62 88
39 30
36 65
4 59
5 93
36 50
13 67
90
6 00
4 00
160 77
2599 47

2802 37

2802 37

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Amounts brought forward,
Paid E. Page
labor,
" B. Turner
do
" Wm. Douglass
do
" D. Farrar
do
" J. Thomas
do
" J. Barron
do
" E. Leard
do
" T. Holbrook
do
" C. Lawrence
do
" I. W. "Woodward do
" R. H. Gardiner
do
" E. Tarbox
do
" J. Taylor
do
" E. Pray
do
" R. Patten
do
" J. E. Goodwin
do
" Daniel FKng
do
" H. D. Wakefield
do
" W. S. Steward
do
" Charles Merrill
do
" S. Mariner
do
'' L. Moore
do
" J. Dunphy
do
" D. Larrabee
do
" J. Ganey
do
" F. Wakefield
do
" A. Averill
do
" A. Stackpole
do
" A. Lord
do
" L. Plaisted
do
" S. Taylor
do
" J. Elder
do
" James Williams
do
" Alfred Douglass
do
'' Isaac Lawrence
do
" R. Williamson
do
" David Potter
do
" H. Meader
do
" B. Williams
do
"" Jos.
Williams bill indopart,
A. Staekpole'B

2599 47
71 55
63 10
2 60
6 38
3 30
25 00
2 00
1 80
9 50
8 75
2 06
8 25
2 92
4 15
3 96
1 98
1 30
12 50
40
40
55
55
1 00
6 20
1 30
1 95
7 40
62
80
40
1 80
1 80
1 40
65
" 86
28652 47
80
1 28
90
1 80
11 29
00

47

2802 37

2802 37
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APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES.

Factory Bridge.
By additional tax, in ;part, for 1858,
" transfer city debt,
E xpenditures.
Paid Day & Preble, lumber,
" N. 0. Mitchell do
" J. & A. Berry
do
" Win. Sargent
do
" John Frost
do
" J. Gray
do
" S. Amee
do
" Holmes & Bobbins, iron,
" I. G. Vannah
do
" J . Willard
do
" W. R. Wharf
do
" N.Woods
do
" Jewett & Turner, rope,
" Smith & Johnson , labor,
" David Potter
do
" W. Clary
do
" Win. Gardiner
do
" Geo. McCurdy
do
" John Barron
do
" John Bobinson
do
" Joel F. Tapley
do
" T. Holbrook
do
•' E. Page
do
" E. Turner
do
" H. Palmer
do
" J. Fielding
do
" M. Flinn
do
" S. Washburn
do
' R. Blaisdell
do
" H. Blaisdell
do
" E. Bird
do
" J. M'Kinlev,
do
" M. Campbell
do
" D. Carr
do
" John Taylor
do
" I. W. Woodward do
Amounts carriedfonoard.

$264 83
726 54
29 17
31 78
106 00
26 00
16 34
366 47
6 48
30 10
31 00
2 31
1 12
73
2 50
45 50
48 47
15 94
17 50
7 00
17 60
15 49
23 68
19 14
17 65
8 40
7 85
5 50
3 15
14 50
11 80
5 85
1 50
2 00
3 50
4 75
1 50
15 00
313 47

901 37
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Amounts brought forward,
For paid John Dennis, labor,
"
Chas. Bridge, do
"
Sam'l Amee, surveying,
"
R. H. Gardiner, derrick,

963 27
4 25
2 25
7 60
14 00
991 37

991 37

991 37

Recapitulation of Expenditures.
Paid for District Schools,
City High School,
Police Department,
Fire Department,
Interest,
Salaries,
Burying Grounds,
Discount on Taxes,
Contingent Fund,
Deficiency Poor Department,1857,
Poor Department,
Abatement of Taxes,
Highway Department,
Factory Bridge,

$2736
1142
474
822
1244
1192
12
549
1218
789
3162
1340
2802
991

91
98
88
86
68
50
03
89
07
03
27
12
37
37

18,479 96

NOTES PAYABLE.

By notes outstanding March 1,1858, as follows, viz :
Note of January 2,1849, to 0. E. Bradstreet,
$1100 00
"
May 23,1850, to Robert Thompson,
1000 00
"
Sept. 2, 1855, to Mrs. Dorcas Parker,
950 00
"
April 1, 1856, to Gardiner Savings Inst.,
500 00
"
April 5, "
"
"
500 00
"
April 8, " to Jason Collins,
400 00
"
July 16, " to Gardiner Savings Inst.,
500 00
"
Oct. 20, " to Parish Christ Church,
300 00
"
Jan. 15,1857, to Gardiner Savings Inst., 10,760 00
"
Feb. 2, " to H. B. Hoskins, Treasurer, 600 00
"
Feb. 2, "
"
"
600 00
"
June 22, " to Jordan Libby,
450 00
"
Nov. 13, " to Ann O'Brien,
180 00
"
Dec. 11, " to Parish Christ Church,
109 57
"
Jan. 28,1858, to Gardiner Savings Inst.,
1211 00
"
Feb. 4, " to Josiah Hutchins,
625 00
By note given to Gard. Gas Light Co., Mar. 19,1859, 625 00
Payments, &ci

For paid note J. Hutchins, of Feb. 4,1858, 625 00
" balance outstanding March 1,1859, 19,785 57
20,410 57 20,410 57

LIST OF CITY PROPERTY.
MARCH 1,1859.

City Hall and Lot, valued at
$1800 00
Furniture in same,
60 00
Furniture in City Rooms,
200 00
Gardiner Lyceum, Lot, &c,
1450 00
City Clock,
250 00
Properly belonging to the Poor Department.
Buildings and 14 acres of land,
$5000 00
Furniture, &c,
90 17
Crockery Ware, Table Cutlery, &c,
20 84
Stoves, Tin and Iron Ware, &c,
30 70
Wooden and Hollow Ware, Boiler, &c,
26 27
14 Feather Beds, $98, Bedding, $91.92,
189 92
Table Spreads, Window Curtains, Towels, 3 72
Looking Glasses, Clock, &c,
7 75
Farming and ether Tools,
61 74
Farm Wagon, $30, Buggy Wagon, $5,
35 00
Sleigh, $2.50, Pung, $25,
27 58
2 Harnesses, Whip and Bells,
23 00
1 Work Harness, $4, 2 Sleigh Robes, $9, 13 00
1 Horse Blanket, $ 1 , Pedlar's Cart, $50,
51 00
1 Horse, $100, Cow, $50, 1 Swine, $15, 165 00
6 tons of Hay, $72, 5 bushels Oats, $2.25, 74 25
2 cords Soft Wood, 5,5 cords Hard do, 17.50,22 50
Soap, Oil, Tallow Candles, &c,
9 55
Provisions on hand March 1, 1859,
182 20
Amount carriedforward,

3760 00

6034 11
9794 11
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LIST OP CITY PBOPEKTY.

Amount brought forward,
Property belonging to the Highway Department.
About 80 tuns of good Granite,
$100 00
Cedar, Hackmetack, and Plank,
50 00
Sundry Tools, as per report,
60 00
Property belonging to the Fire Department.
Three Engine Houses and one Lot,
1105
Hook & Ladder House,
140
Four Cisterns,
586
Engine Fire King,
850
Engine Washington,
450
Three old Engines,
125
Hook & Ladder Carriage, Ladders,
Hooks, &c.,
80
1750 feet of Hose,
715
Stores, Torches, Furniture, Spanners, &c, 84
Powder House,
Pound,
Shop near Factory Bridge,
New Hearse at Plaisted's Hill Cemetery,
Old
"
"
"
Hearse at South Gardiner,
"
House do.
21 volumes of Maine Reports,
1 copy Revised Statutes 1840,
2 copies
"
1857,
Brunswick Square.
City Landing.
Burying Ground on Plaisted's Hill.
"
"
at South Gardiner.
"
near Jordan Libby's.

9794 11

210 00

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
58

4135 58
100 00
30 00
50 00

90 00
15 00
50 00
31 50
1 50
6 00

155 00
65 00
39 00

$14,578 69

LIABILITIES AND EESOURCES,
MARCH 1, 1859.

LIABILITIES.
Balance due School Districts,
$692 35
"
" City High School,
383 50
Firemen's compensation, &c, estimated,
645 00
Salaries unpaid,
1202 50
Interest due and unpaid, estimated,
75 00
Damages awarded New Church Society, School st.,
50 00
"
"
Mrs. Harding, on Quint St.,
50 00
Contingent bills outstanding, estimated,
175 00
Poor Department bills, unpaid, "
100 00
Notes payable,
19,785 57
Abatement on old taxes,
300 00
RESOURCES.
Balance cash in Treas.fcnduncoil, tax, 3482 90
"
due from Earmingdale, and interest on same, estimated,
200 00
Due from Elliottsville,
164 58
"
" P. Pratt, Treas. City H. School, 5127
" for rent from estate of Col. J. Libby, 40 00
Bill against James McCurdy,
2 00
" for rent, against C. McFarlin
13 34
" against town of Canaan, for boarding
Ricker boy at State reform School, 20 00
" against Wakefield for Wakefield boy do. 20 29
" against N. M. Whitmore,
16 32
City Agency, balance of assets,
321 52
Sundry claims against other towns, P. Dep't, 244 65
Balance, being actual debt of city,
18,822
23,458 05
92 23,458 92

5*
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LIABILITIES AND KESOUROES.

Disputed Claims against the City.
Claim for supplies furnished Harrison Edgecomb by
the town of Mt. Vernon, in suit,
$473 00
Claim of Nathaniel Tarbox. to recover back a tax assessed in 1856, paid under protest, and now in suit, 70 20
Disputed Claim in favor of tb. e City.
Claim against Farmingdale for supplies furnished
Miss Nancy Sweetland, in suit, '

30 70

APPKOPEIATIONS, 1859.

Highways, Sidewalks and Bridges,
Grammar and Primary Schools,
City High School,
Poor and Insane,
Interest on City Debt,
Fire Department,
Police Department,
Contingent Fund,
Salaries,
Discount on Taxes,
Damages on Streets,
Improving Burying Ground on High Street,

$2300
2700
850
2400
1200
800
450
600
1310
650
150
200

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

$13,610 00

CITY GOVERNMENT, 1859-60.

HON.

HENRY B . HOSKINS, MAYOR.

ALDERMEN.
Ward 1—HERMON STINSON.
Ward 4—JOHN FAIRBANKS.
"
2—JOHN C. BARTLETT.
"
5—JOHN WEBB.
"
3—ROBERT THOMPSON.
"
6—ENOCH MILLER.
COMMON COUNCIL.

WILLIAM E. JARVIS, ESQ., President.
{ I. W. Woodward.
( R. Heselton, J r .
Ward 1,1 A. J . Billings.
Ward 4, < Geo. H. Standish.
( Andrew Johnson.
( J. K. Osgood.
( F. A. Plaisted.
( Josiah Maxcy.
Ward 2, < A. M. C. Heath.
Ward 5,1 Lorenzo Clay.
( Wm. E. Jarvis.
( John S. Wilson.
( W. W. Bradstreet.
f Andrew Burke.
Ward 3, < Barker A. Neal.
Ward 6, < Samuel Libby.
( Eleazer Tarbox.
( Shirley Libby.
CHARLES B. CLAP,

City Clerk and Clerk of the Board of Aldermen*
ANSYL CLARE,

Clerk of the Common Council.
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CITY GOVERNMENT.

Joint Standing Committees

On Accounts and Claims.
Aldermen "Webb and Miller,
Councilmen Clay, Osgood and Billings.
On Public Buildings.
Aldermen Thompson and Miller.
Councilmen Plaisted, Clay and Shirley Libby.
On Laying out New Streets and Assessing Damages therefor.
Aldermen Stinson and Webb.
Councilmen Woodward, Neal and Johnson.
On Highways, Bridges and Sidewalks.
Aldermen Fairbanks and Miller.
Councilmen Osgood, Wilson and Maxcy.
On Finance.
Aldermen Thompson and Webb.
Councilmen Maxcy, Bradstreet and Heath.
On Fire Department.
Aldermen Thompson and Miller.
Councilmen Neal, Heselton and Plaisted.
On Schools and School Districts.
Aldermen Webb and Stinson.
Councilmen Billings, Standish and Samuel Libby.
On Burying Grounds.
Aldermen Bartlett and Miller.
Councilmen Tarbox, Woodward and Standish.
On Engrossed Ordinances.
Aldermen Webb and Fairbanks.
Councilmen Heath, Wilson and Shirley Libby.
On Poor Department.
Aldermen Thompson and Stinson.
Councilmen Burke, Bradstreet and Heselton.

CITY OFFICERS.
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Assessors, and Overseers of the Poor—Charles A. Bobbins,
Samuel Amee, Hermon Stinson.
Assistant Assessors—Arthur Berry, Joseph Perry, Joseph
Bradstreet, Nathan Foster, John Webb, Wm. Neal.
Superintending School Committee—N. Woods, G. P. Mathews, Giles Bailey.
Directors of City High School—The Mayor; Superintending
School Com. ; Geo. Burgess, D. B. Randall, John S. Moore.
City Solicitoi—Charles Danforth.
City Marshal—James M. Colson.
Street Commissioner—William Bradstreet.
Collector and Treasure*—I. W. Woodwcrd.
City Physician—Gideon S. Palmer.
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department—Chas. A. Robbins ;
Second do., Wm. Lunt; Third do., B. A. Neal.
Assistant Engineers—John Stone, Nahum Hildreth, Peter
G. Bradstreet, W. L Withara, I. W. Woodward, T. Hildreth.
Tithing Man—John C. Jones.
Harbor Master—Barker A. Neal.
Pound Keeper—Charles Collins.
Truant Committee—E. Berry, J. M. Colson, I. Lawrence.
Overseers of Workhouse—The Overseers of the Poor, Street
Commissioner, and City Marshal.
Fence Viewers and Field Drivers—Arthur Berry, Samuel
Amee, Samuel Libby, Isaac Lawrence, Nathan Foster, Eben.
Libby, J. S. Wilson, Andrew Berry, Wm. Lawrence, Freeman
Williams, Wm. L. Witham.
Surveyors of Lumber—Elbridge Berry, Stephen Webber,
Chas. Gay, Geo. Gay, W. R. Gay, Hiram Preble, J. Steward,
N. 0 . Mitchell, I. W. Woodward, Chas. Lawrence, Wm. Perkins, Saml> Hooker, J. Gt Donnell, J. W. Sprague, S. Sprague,
J. Thomas Jr., Geo. Shaw, Chas. Ware, Wm. Sargent, G. W.
Beedle, D. C. Palmer, Wm. Hutchason, Jos. Perry, Samuel
Amee, Isa. Lunt, Eleazer Tarboz.
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CITY OFFICERS.

Measurers of Waod and Bark—G. H. Cook, Henry Leeman,
F. A. Plaisted, A. J. Parker, -G.-A, MeCautland, John Stone,
B. A. Neal, L. H flwen, Saml. Plaisted, J. G. Donnell, P.
Winslow, A. Potter, Chas. Gay, Andrew Berry, T. W. Townsend, Robert Richardson, Geo. W. Beedle, Chas. B. Clap,
J. Thomas Jr.
Superintendents of Burying Grounds—I. W. Woodward,
Samuel Newcomb, Jordan Libby.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—James G. Donnell.
Weigher of Beef— Amasa Ring.
City Crier—Moses Dunton,
Weigher and Gauger—Barker A. Neal.
Measurer of Grain—A. D. Nickerson.
Measurers of Stone—Sullivan Washburn, Nahum Hildreth,
Charles Merrill, I. W. Woodward.
Measurers of Logs—Wm. Hutchason, Freeman Williams,
D. C. Palmer, Benaiah Williams, Seth Sprague, Danl. Gray,
George Shaw.
Inspectors of Leather—Myrick Hopkins, Henry Leeman,
John Plaisted.
City Bell Ringer—Cyrus Annee.
City Night Watchman—Nahum Hidreth.

